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Abstract: Space vehicles may be propelled by solar sails exploiting the radiation pressure coming
from the sun and applied on their surfaces. This work deals with the adoption of Shape-Memory
Alloy (SMA) elements in the sail deployment mechanism activated by the Joule Effect, i.e. using the
same SMA elements as a resistance within suitable designed electrical circuits. Mathematical
models were analyzed for the thermal analysis by implementing algorithms for the evaluation of
the temperature trend depending on the design parameters. Several solar sail prototypes were built
up and tested with different number, size and arrangement of the SMA elements, as well as the
type of the selected electrical circuit. The main parameters have been discussed in the tested
configurations and advantages discussed as well.
Keywords: solar sail; aerospace; propulsion; mechanical systems; shape memory alloys; joule
effect; thermal analysis.

Nomenclature
m = mass (kg)
c = specific heat (J kg-1 K-1)
R = electric resistance ()
I = electric current (A)
V = voltage (V)
v = volume
Tamb = ambient temperature (K)
 = Boltzmann constant (5.67*10-8 W m-2 K-4)
h = convective heat transfer coefficient
 = emissivity
A = area (m2)
Af = austenite finish temperature (°C)
 = thermal diffusivity (m2 s-1)
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 = density
Io = real solar irradiance
SMA = shape memory alloy

1. Introduction
The working principle of solar sails is based on the impingement of solar radiation photons on
the sail surface [1]. In this way the solar radiation pressure can be employed to propel spacecrafts [2,
3]. This force can be maximized in the presence of a highly reflective surface and low weight [4].
Since small values of radiation pressure are reached in the solar system, in the order of μPa for the
planets close to the Sun, it is necessary to design sails with quite large surfaces in order to exploit this
propulsion system. Objects of similar size can’t be transported into the space in the deployed form.
Consequently it is necessary to foresee the folding and the packaging so that these, after being
stowed inside satellites and then launched into orbit, can properly be deployed once reached their
operational position [5]. The employed materials must therefore ensure both handling and strength.
Tearing or lacerations during the entire operational life of the sail are not allowed. The application of
a low density metallic reflective film [6, 7] on the surface must also be possible. The adhesion, on the
other side, of a material with a high thermal conductivity must also be allowed so that the heat
absorbed by the structure can be quickly disposed of, without increasing temperature excessively.
At the same time, to convert the driving force associated with the radiation pressure into a satisfying
acceleration, it is advisable to ensure a suitable inclination of the sail with respect to the incident
radiation and to reduce as more as possible its overall mass. It is therefore clear that lightweight
mechanisms capable of allowing its deployment should be provided on each structure; in this
perspective, it was thought to use shape memory alloys, instead of the more complex
electromechanical devices [8, 9] which have been used in earlier experiments, such as Mariner 10
(NASA, 1973) [10], ODISSEE (DLR, ESA, NASA, 1999) [11], IKAROS (JAXA, 2010) [12, 2],
Nanosail-D2 (NASA, 2010) [13], Lightsail 1-2 (Planetary Society, 2009-2018) [14].
In the proposed solution the active SMA elements, in the form of ribbons applied on each
folding, have the purpose to exert a sufficient force for the sail deployment. Many studies of the
authors have already been carried out involving a self-deploying system based on NiTi SMA
activated by solar irradiation [15-17]. A deeper comprehension, of the SMA in general and of the
shape memory recovery in particular [18-20], can be found in previous works, some of them
regarding solar sails [21-23]. One of the main problems, still open, is the inability to pilot the gradual
opening of the sail for perfect positioning with respect to the sun. In the scenario presented in [21]
some visible lamps have been employed by the authors to simulate the solar radiation, allowing the
full self-deployment of the sail in the lab experiments. In the second part of this work a gradual
deployment system based on the activation of the SMA elements by Joule Effect, inserted in a small
scale prototype of the sail, has been built up and tested. Different configurations, electrical circuits
and number of folding have been compared.
2. Materials
The sail prototype described in this work has been built up with thin commercial aluminum
film (12 m thickness, 2700 kg/m3 density) (fig. 1 a). The sail sub-layer has been covered by thin films
(2.5 m) of adhesive Kapton (1400 kg/m3 density) (fig. 1 b).
Aluminum has been selected for the high reflectivity in the whole solar radiation spectrum and
Kapton because is chemically inert, shows a high mechanical strength subjected to sunlight radiation
and maintains stable its physical and chemical properties also at relatively high temperature. For the
active elements, Nitinol SMA (M-alloy produced by Memory Metalle GmbH) wires with a diameter
of 0.5 and 0.8 mm were used after rolling. SMA are smart materials that can recover the pre-set shape
just by heating above the critical transformation temperature. The wires have been rolled to obtain
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ribbons of rectangular cross-section and then sectioned. In order to set the shape, a particular
thermal treatment, called shape-setting, has been adopted. It consists of heating up to 500 °C while
the SMA ribbon is kept constrained, maintaining at this temperature for 5 minutes, and finally
quenching in cold water. After this treatment, bent in cold conditions (room temperature or lower),
the ribbon can recover the preset straight shape just upon heating above the activation temperature
(75 °C). For the electrical connection heat-shrink sheaths (Fig. 2), electric wires of 0.14 mm2
(cross-section) and tin brazing were used.

Figure 1. left) commercial aluminum film; right) adhesive Kapton.

Figure 2. Heat-shrink sheaths for wire connections.

3. Thermal analysis: mathematical models
In a first approach, for the estimation of the electric power required for the activation of the
SMA, a lumped system analysis has been carried out and a single SMA ribbon in air was analyzed.
The element had a rectangular cross-section and it was arranged horizontally with respect to the
major sides. Under the hypothesis of thermal homogeneity, the conductive heat exchange that
occurs in the junction edges between the ribbon and the electric wires has been neglected. The heat
fluxes on the ribbon due to the Joule Effect, to the convective and radiative exchange were
considered. The solution of the differential heat exchange (Eq. 1) was carried out using the Explicit
Euler Method.

Eq. (1)
Fig. 3 shows the time-temperature graph for different applied voltages. It can be noticed that, to
obtain the complete shape recovery of the ribbon (Af = 75 °C), 1 V (1.45 A) was not enough. With 1.5
V applied opening times were estimated in about 6.2 s. The range 1.3 - 2.1 V (i.e. 1.9 - 3.0 A) allowed a
short activation time without excessive temperature increase. The experimental results carried out in
the laboratory have been found in good agreement with the mathematical model chosen.
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Figure 3. Temperature-Time graph for SMA element in air with different applied voltages.

In a deeper approach, heat transfer between the SMA ribbon (placed between Aluminum and
Kapton sheets), and the faces in contact with the Kapton and Aluminum have been examined (Eq. 2).
A two–dimensional analysis (Fourier equation) was solved, as the thickness of the ribbon was very
small. The initial condition (t = 0) was fixed at 20 °C for the whole analyzed domain (0.1 x 0.1 m2),
while the boundary condition was T (x, 0) = 100 °C (Fig. 4). Temperature fields are reported in Fig. 4
for different times: for Kapton after 10 minutes (top) and 10 hours (bottom) while for aluminum after
20 s (top) and 30 s (bottom). It can be noticed that the heat conduction in the Kapton (fig. 4 left) is
lower than in the Aluminum (fig. 4 right). For the short activation time (a few seconds) the
temperature change doesn’t reach areas too far from the SMA ribbon.

eq. (2)

Figure 4. Temperature fields for Kapton® (left) and Al (right): in the bottom part, steady state graphs; on
the top, transient state analysis.
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In the third step analysis, the solar sail in a space environment was considered. The main
difference is the absence of gravity, which makes negligible the convective heat transfer.
Furthermore, the temperature in the space, totally different from the ambient temperature on the
earth, affects the heat flux exchanged by irradiation; at last, the solar radiation impacting directly on
the solar sail must be taken into account. Therefore, considering the just mentioned contributions to
the heat transfer, a lumped system analysis has been carried out (Eq. 3) where I is the real solar
irradiance on the sail at the distance Earth-sun and A is the surface of the sail. The SMA ribbon is
considered in the middle between a layer of Aluminum and one of Kapton.
Eq. 3
Fig. 5 shows the time-temperature graph for different applied voltages In the space
environment the activation time is longer, about 27 s with 1.5 V instead of 6.2 s on the Earth, due to
the lower starting temperature and the greater heat exchange by radiation. It is also evident that
there is no voltage threshold below which it’s not possible to obtain the solar sail deployment.

Figure 5. Temperature-Time graph for SMA element in the space environment with different applied
voltages.

4. Experimental results
Some sail prototypes triangular-shaped (300/400 mm base, 150/200 mm height in the deployed
conditions) have been manufactured in different configurations. A suitable electrical circuit, in
which the SMA elements have been used as resistances, was therefore made so that the SMA
elements can be activated reaching the critical transformation temperature by Joule effect. Some
models were designed with different geometric dimensions, number, length, section and
arrangement of the SMA elements on the sail, as well as for the different electrical circuits and the
number of foldings.
In the first configuration, the circuit provided one SMA element (length 2.5 cm) in series with
power supply and with two branches in parallel, each containing 5 elements connected in series each
other (Fig. 6 a). Between the first and second configurations (surface 225 cm2, Fig. 7), the differences
are only in the length of electrical connections (longer in configuration 1), each of them containing 11
SMA elements of the same dimensions (width 1.63 mm, thickness 0.23 mm).
In the third configuration (fig. 7) the sail size was increased (400 cm 2) as well the number of
foldings. Two parallel branches were connected in series (fig. 6 b) to four other branches, in parallel
two by two, each containing two SMA elements in series, and connected in series to the last two
resistances of 2.5 cm length in parallel each other (see Fig. 6 b).
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a)
b)
Figure 6. Scheme of the electrical circuits adopted in configurations 1, 2, 4 (a) and configuration 3 (b).

In the fourth configuration (fig. 6) the electrical circuit was simpler, similar to the first and
second cases, reducing the number of parallel branches. The number of the elements has been
increased to fifteen to “strengthen” the corners that, once folded, should have been opened
simultaneously. Finally, to improve sail planarity it was decided to employ 0.8 mm SMA and 0.5 mm
SMA, dimensions of the wire before rolling, to increase each resistance and consequently the
maximum temperature in order to allow a correct opening sequence. In configuration 5 (fig. 7) the
circuit remained analogous to the previous and to improve planarity a fourth folding has been
added. The total surface was kept 400 cm2. Fig. 8 shows an example of a sail opening sequence.

Figure 7. Sail prototypes configurations 1-5 with SMA elements; length of SMA elements: 5 cm, 4 cm, 3.5 cm, 3
cm, 2.5 cm, 2 cm.

a)
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b)

c)

d)

Figure 8. Sail prototypes: deployment sequence of configuration 1 (a), 2 (b), 5 (c), and 6 (d).
Table 1. Main features of the different sail configurations.
Configuration

1

Number of

Surface

Electrical

Number of

Opening

Current

foldings

reduction

junction

SMA

times

Voltage

surface

elements

10.1%

11

95 s

5A

3

75%

2.8 V
2

3

75%

8.2%

11

40 s

5A
2.6 V

3

4

93%

8.1%

12

75 s

7.5 A
3.0 V

4

4

93%

5.5%

15

55 s

6.0 A
3.6 V

5

4

75%

5.5%

13

100 s

3.1 A
2.2 V

6

3

75%

5.5%

13

70 s

3.1 A
2.5 V

5. Discussion
In Tab. 1 the main features of the sail configurations are reported. The optimization of the
electrical connections allowed to reduce the opening times from 95 s (configuration 1) to 40 s
(configuration 2) maintaining the number of foldings (3) and the surface reduction (75%) of the sail.
As a consequence, the electrical junction surface is reduced from 10.1% to 8.2%.
In the configuration 3, with 4 foldings and 93% surface reduction, 75 s have been required for
the deployment of the sail while in configuration 4, with 4 foldings and 93% surface reduction, a
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shorter opening time, 55 s, has been measured. Despite a greater number of active elements adopted
in configuration 4 (15 vs. 12), the electrical junction surface is lower (5.5% vs. 8.1%), due to the choice
of a single parallel scheme adopted for the electrical circuit instead of the double parallel circuit
(configuration 3).
In the configurations 5 and 6 a simpler electrical scheme, similar to that one in Fig. 6 a, with 6
resistances instead of five in each branch of the parallel has been adopted. The number of SMA
elements is 13 for both, obtained by rolling SMA wires 0.5 and 0.8 mm diameters for configuration 5
while only 0.5 mm wires have been employed for the active elements in configuration 6. The
placement of the SMA elements has been selected to guarantee better planarity than configuration 4.
As evidenced in Tab. 1 lower voltage and current have been necessary. Opening times of 100 s and
70 s have been measured respectively in configurations 5 and 6: shorter time is due to the lower
foldings (3 vs. 4) and reduced cross-section in configuration 6 because only 0.5 mm wires have been
employed for the manufacturing of the SMA active elements.

6. Conclusions
Fine results were obtained from the first two configurations (5 A and 40 ÷ 95 s opening times,
see Tab. 1) with high electrical junction surface (10.1 and 8.2% respectively.) The configurations 3
and 4 allowed a greater reduction surface (93% instead of 75%) and a reduced electrical junction
surface (8.1 and 5.5% respectively) but a higher electrical power has been necessary for the full
activation requiring 75 and 55 s. In configuration 4 a simpler electrical circuit has been adopted. The
excessive number of folding (configurations 3 and 4) does not allow a satisfactory sail’s planarity.
Best results have been obtained with the last two configurations. In configuration 6 the sail was able
to unfold perfectly in about 75 s thanks to the lower number of foldings, simplicity of the electrical
circuit, the use of a smaller section of the SMA active elements and reduced power consumption.
One of the most important issue concerns the weight increase of the structure to be launched: the
surface of the electric wires occupies about 5.5% of the entire sail, and in terms of weight it is about
28% of the total load of the sail. The proposed activation method for the SMA employing current
flow can be useful to overcome the problem of the activation temperature not reached in all SMA
elements on the sail due to the low thermal conductivity of the Kapton. More in general, another
advantage of the electrical activated SMA elements is the possibility to establish a priori a certain
opening sequence by designing the electrical circuit to be used (i.e. deciding which resistances to
have in series and which in parallel) and by varying the geometric dimensions of the SMA elements
on the sail. Furthermore, it is possible to start the unfolding process at any distance from the Sun and
also outside the bright cone. The question that is spontaneous to ask is how it is possible to supply
the necessary power to the activation of the SMA once the sail is in the space environment. Where
the sail can be incorporated into a satellite, these could contain, in a CubeSat, a battery for the power
supply, as already prepared for some prototypes launched in space like the LightSail-1; instead, if
the structure is designed for travel alone, then it could be equipped with solar cells for the
generation of the energy required for the SMA activation. A similar solution has already been
adopted in the IKAROS project of the Japanese space agency JAXA.
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